Abstract-Most research work on (Simultaneous Multithreading Processors) SMTs focuses on improving throughput and/or fairness, or on prioritizing some threads over others in a workload. In this paper, we discuss a new problem not previously addressed in the SMT literature. We call this problem Workload Execution Time (WET) minimization. It consists of reducing the total execution time of all threads in a workload. This problem arises in parallel applications, where it is common for a single master thread to spawn several child jobs. The master job cannot continue until all child jobs have finished. Reducing the overall execution time is important to speedup the application. This paper is a first step in analyzing this problem. First, we analyze the WET provided by the best fetch policies aimed at improving throughput/fairness. We demonstrate that these policies achieve less than optimum performance. We show that, on average, for the workloads evaluated in this paper, there is space for improvement of up to 18 percentage points. It follows that novel mechanisms trying to reduce WET are required to speedup parallel applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Current processors take advantage of Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) to execute several instructions from a single stream in parallel. However, there is only a limited amount of parallelism available in each thread, mainly due to data and control dependences [25] . As a result, hardware resources added to exploit this limited amount of ILP may be utilized only occasionally, thus significantly degrading the performance/cost ratio of these processors. A solution to overcome this problem is to share hardware resources between different threads. There exist different approaches to resource sharing, ranging from chip multiprocessors [19] to high performance SMTs [20] [23] [26] . In the former case, only the higher levels of the cache hierarchy are shared.
Current trends in computer architecture show that many future processors will have some form of multithreading. This is mainly due to the fact that SMT processors have a good performance/cost and performance/power consumption ratios, which makes them suitable for many types of computing systems. In high-performance systems we have processors like the Intel Pentium4 Xeon [ 18] , the IBM Power5 [14] and the Sun Niagara TI [1]; while in realtime embedded systems we have the Imagination Technologies Meta processor [16] and the Infineon TriCore 2 [6] . In embedded systems, in which processors must be low in cost, obtaining as much performance as possible from each resource is desirable. Hence, a viable option is a simultaneous multithreading (SMT) processor, which shares many resources between several threads for a good costperformance tradeoff.
Given this trend in processor design, many researchers have focused their efforts on SMTs and, in particular, on policies that deal with the different objectives that the Operating System may impose on an SMT. We can distinguish two main areas of interest.
Throughput and fairness: many papers on SMT attempt to increase the total throughput and/or fairness [17] in SMT processors. In order to achieve this objective, the proposed policies focus on those situations in which the shared resources of an SMT may be used inefficiently by threads, that is, after branch mispredictions and loads that miss in the outer cache levels. In the former case, those threads that are supposed to experience a branch misprediction are stalled [15] until that branch is resolved. In the latter case, the policies act on threads that miss either in the LI cache or in the L2 cache [7] [8][9] [22] .
Prioritization and predictable performance: other papers show that, even when throughput and fairness are acceptable objectives, in many systems the OS may need to impose additional objectives, like prioritizing some threads in a workload [13] [21] or, more restrictively, to ensure that certain threads in a workload execute at a minimum IPC speed, that is, they can finish before a given deadline [I0] [ 11] .
In parallel programming environments, a common situation is that a given job spawns (or 'forks') several child jobs (threads). Every child job carries out some work and subsequently terminates. The parent job cannot continue until all the child jobs have finished. Much work has been done to balance the load of the different jobs between the different execution units available. These proposals assume that the execution units are single threaded and have similar resources. However, if multithreaded execution units are used, a different objective needs to be addressed by each of these units; namely, execute all threads assigned to each unit as fast as possible. If we assume that child jobs are executed on an SMT processor, then this last requirement represents another target objective that a system executing parallel programs can request from an SMT processor. This problem consists of reducing the total execution time of a given workload, that is, reducing the time to execute all threads in an entire workload. We call this problem Workload Execution Time minimization or WET minimization.
In this paper, we evaluate the WET provided by the best known policies designed to increase throughput and fairness. We also show that current metrics used to measure throughput and fairness are not adequate, and it is necessary to define new metrics. Finally, we provide some early suggestions and ideas on how we could reduce the WET. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes and motivates the problem presented in this paper. Section 3 describe our experimental environment. Section 4 shows the results achieved with the different mechanisms. Finally, we draw some conclusions in Section 5.
II. WORKLOAD EXECUTION TIME MINIMIZATION: A NEW
REQUIREMENT FOR SMTs The problem addressed in this paper originates from parallel execution environments where a situation as shown in Figure 1 (a) is quite common. In this situation, a master job spawns several child jobs. The master job cannot continue until all the spawned jobs have finished, e.g. barrier and collective functions. If we assume that spawned jobs will be executed on an SMT, we have the following problem: given a workload with N threads, minimize the time required to execute all these threads. Note that if the number of spawned threads is larger than the number of available contexts in the SMT, another policy is needed to assemble workloads for the SMT. This problem is called the workload selection problem [13] . However, this problem is beyond the scope of the present paper.
The problem mentioned above occurs in parallel execution environments at different granularities. By Current fetch and resource allocation policies are designed either to increase throughput/fairness or to provide certain guarantees to a given high priority thread. In both cases, a common characteristic of existing research is that during the evaluation of proposed techniques, the number of running threads remains constant during the whole execution. In the former case, the simulation ends when the fastest thread ends and at that point throughput/fairness is computed. In the latter case, when the high priority thread ends, the simulation ends. If any of the low priority threads ends earlier, it is reexecuted.
In the evaluation of our solution to the problem addressed in this paper, the situation is different as the number of running threads can change dynamically. For a workload of N threads, the number of running threads can change from N to 0 as threads gradually finish. This requires that policies dynamically need to adapt the resource allocation for the running threads as other threads finish. As a result, the problem of minimizing the workload execution time addressed in this paper is not equivalent to the problem of maximizing throughput.
B. WET additional remarks
In some scenarios child (spawned) threads execute the same number of instructions in order to reduce synchronization cost. In this case the problem of WET minimization is just a matter of evenly split shared hardware resources between threads so that the execute at the same speed.
However, there are also scenarios in which some threads do more work than others. Even more, in those situations in which child threads have the same number of instructions the number of L2 caches misses of each thread may vary what makes some threads take longer to execute than others. For example, let say that we are making some computations with a matrix a we divide the matrix into sub-matrices so that each child thread work on each sub-matrix. Even if To evaluate the performance of different policies, we use a trace driven SMT simulator derived from smtsim [24] . The simulator consists of our own trace driven front-end and an improved version of smtsim's back-end. The simulator allows executing wrong path instructions by using a separate basic block dictionary that contains all static instructions. Table I shows the main parameters of the simulated processor. This processor configuration represents a standard and fair configuration of a 2-context SMT according to state-of-theart papers.
In this paper, we compare the WET of different fetch policies oriented toward throughput improvement. For this initial, proof-of-concept study, we did not use parallel programs. Instead, we used independent single-threaded SPEC CPU 2000 benchmarks. We assume that the 'fork' operation has already been performed by the master job, and that these independent programs are the child jobs. In an MPI environment we assume that what we execute is the code between to communication points. If the number of spawned threads is greater than the number of available contexts in the SMT, two in our case, a job balancer balances the jobs over the available processing units. For each experiment, we consider two jobs that have to be executed as fast as possible. The simulation ends when both threads have finished.
A key parameter in our simulations is the ratio between the execution time of threads when executed in isolation. We call this measure execution time ratio or ETratio. This ratio is defined in Equation (1). 
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we first evaluate some existing approaches. Next, we discuss the relation between throughput and WET. Finally, we discuss how much space for improvement existing approaches leave.
A. Existing approaches
Here, we show the results obtained from the best known fetch and resource allocation policies that improve throughput/fairness. We have evaluated the following policies: icount [23] , dwarn [8] , stall [22] , flush [22] , flush++ [7] , and dcra [9] .
The Icount policy prioritizes threads with fewer instructions in the pre-issue stages, and presents good results for threads with high ILP. However, SMT has difficulties with threads that experience many loads that miss in L2. When this situation happens, then icount does not realize that a thread can be blocked on an L2 miss and will not make forward progress for many cycles. Depending on the amount of instructions dependent of the blocked load, many processor resources may be blocked and the total throughput suffers from a serious slowdown.
Stall is built on top of icount to avoid the problems caused by threads with a high cache miss rate. It detects that a thread has a pending L2 miss and prevents the thread from fetching further instructions to avoid resource abuse. However, L2 miss detection already may be too late to prevent a thread from occupying most of the available resources. Furthermore, it is possible that the resources allocated to a thread are not required by any other thread, and so the thread could very well continue fetching instead of stalling, producing resource under-use.
Flush is an extension of stall that tries to correct the case in which an L2 miss is detected too late by deallocating all the resources of the offending thread, making them available to the other executing threads. However, it is still possible that the missing thread is being punished without reason, as the deallocated resources may not be used (or fully used) by the other threads. Furthermore, by flushing all instructions from the missing thread, a vast amount of extra fetch and power is required to redo the work for that thread.
Flush++ is based on the idea that stall performs better than flush for workloads that do not put a high pressure on resources, that is, workloads with few threads that have high L2 miss rate. Conversely, flush performs better when a workload has threads that often miss in the L2 cache, and hence the pressure on the resources is high. flush++ combines flush and stall: it uses cache behavior of threads to switch among flush and stall in order to provide better performance. Unlike previous policies, dwarn does not squash instructions in the pipeline. Furthermore, it adapts to pressure on resources reducing resource underuse. Dwarn uses LI data cache misses as indicators of a possible L2 miss. Threads experiencing an LI data cache miss are given lower fetch priority than threads with no data cache misses. The key idea is to prevent the damage before it occurs, instead of waiting until an L2 miss is produced, when probably some damage has already been done. Dcra dynamically partitions resources based on memory performance. Threads with frequent LI cache misses are given large partitions, allowing them to exploit parallelism beyond stalled memory operations. Threads that cache-miss infrequently are guaranteed some resource share since stalled threads are not allowed beyond their partitions. Hence, dcra prevents resource clog by containing stalled threads. Moreover, dcra computes partitions based on the threads anticipated resource needs, increasing distribution to the threads that can use resources most efficiently.
Figures 2(a) shows the reduction in WET that the policies considered in this section achieve over icount. These reductions are averaged over the 48 different workloads discussed above. We can see that on average all policies improve icount, except stall, although the differences are small. We observe from Figure 2(a) that the difference between the policies for low ETratios is higher than for high ETratios. It follows from Equation (3) that the maximum improvement a policy can achieve over another policy is lower for workloads with a high ETratio B. Correlation with throughput
In this section, we discuss the relation between throughput, that is, the sum of the IPCs of the threads in the multithreaded period, and WET. Figure 2(b) shows the throughput improvement of each policy over icount. Analogously, Figure 2( Figure 4 shows the WET achieved by the best evaluated policy, dcra, and the MaxWETimprovement given by Equation (4). We see that in some workloads, dcra is near the maximum improvement of 2%, although in others the difference is significant. For example, for workload 5 in Figure 4(a) Therefore, we believe it is important to try to find new policies that are specifically geared toward WET minimization in order to improve the applicability of SMT for OpenMP and MPI-like applications in which the threads in a workload are derived from forking within one application instead of having completely independent threads, as is currently the case.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have discussed a problem that has not been previously addressed in the SMT literature. The problem consists of reducing the total execution time of all threads in a workload. We call this problem WET (Workload Execution Time) minimization. Since SMTs are being used more and more in parallel systems, this problem will be important in order to deal with situations where a master thread can spawn several child threads and may proceed only when all these child threads have finished. In our analysis, we have demonstrated that the best fetch policies that improve throughput achieve less than optimum performance for this problem. We also presented new metrics to evaluate the WET reduction. For the workloads evaluated in this paper, we have shown that the space for improvement can be as high as 45 percentage point, with 18 percentage point on average. We have demonstrated that improving throughput does not always cause a reduction in WET.
VI. FUTURE WORK This paper is just a first step toward analyzing the problem and finding solutions for reducing the WET. It remains to be discussed whether the gap between the theoretical optimum execution time and the results obtained by using the different policies investigated in the paper can be closed, i.e. whether policies leveraging the remaining potential speedup are feasible.
